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iCLA

The International College of Liberal Arts (iCLA) at Yamanashi Gakuin University is a fouryear, English-medium, liberal arts college where the primary language of instruction is
English. Just 90 minutes west of Tokyo, iCLA combines a multi-cultural learning
environment with a beautifully traditional Japanese setting in the shadow of Mt Fuji. iCLA
offers students the unique opportunity to immerse themselves in the very essence of
Japanese culture, whilst acquiring a contemporary and globally relevant education at our
state of the art facilities.

YAMANASHI GAKUIN
UNIVERSITY
Yamanashi Gakuin University (YGU) is a private institution established in 1946, offering
the entire vertical of education from kindergarten to graduate school. The university
student body totals over 3,900 students across the undergraduate and graduate faculties.
Today, it is nationally known for achievements in sports and has produced numerous
Olympic athletes and coaches. Faculty members including a 2002 Karate world champion
and a 5-time national Judo champion teach courses at iCLA.
iCLA is one of the newest undergraduate faculties of Yamanashi Gakuin University, and it
is one of the most diverse programs in Japan, with over 60% foreign faculty and more than
40 different student nationalities. There are roughly 160 degree-seeking students and on
average, 30 international exchange students on campus.
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Education at iCLA spans both depth and breadth, as students study a
variety of disciplines while acquiring a deep understanding of their
chosen area. Courses are available in Interdisciplinary Arts, Japan
Studies, Global Business & Economics, Political Science, Sociology,
Psychology, Quantitative Reasoning, Natural Science, Health & Physical
Education. iCLA also offers workshops in Japanese instruments, Martial
Arts, Performing & Visual Arts, and Music.
Inter-disciplinary, rigorous and student-centered with a focus on
autonomous learning, iCLA's curriculum guarantees you a well-rounded
and fulfilling exchange experience.

Experience Japan in English

Study alongside our Japanese and international degree students in
courses that are taught in English.

Japan Area Studies & Language Program

Choose from a wide range of Japan-related academic courses and
experiential arts and cultural workshops. We also offer Japanese
language courses from beginner's all the way to an advanced level.

On-Campus Housing Guaranteed

All incoming exchange students are guaranteed a private room with
shared common facilities such as showers and common lounge. Some
rooms come with a view of Mt Fuji!

Scholarship Opportunity

Incoming exchange students to iCLA may be eligible to apply for the
JASSO Scholarship for Short-term Study in Japan (monthly stipend: JPY
80,000, conditions apply).

WHY iCLA?

Liberal Arts Education

GLOBAL BUSINESS
& ECONOMICS

G

lobal Business at iCLA is rooted in practicality, with an appreciation of how real world business

and finance work through a sound understanding of theoretical concepts. On the other hand, the
economics stream is theory-centered, with links to realities in the business sector. We do not teach
business and economics in dollars and cents, or Euro and yen, but with a human face. For example, we
investigate how thinking has evolved over hundreds of years, regarding concepts like the creation of
wealth, and why there such large gaps in income distribution across segments of society as measured
by the Gini Index. Furthermore, all courses are studied from a global perspective, giving students a
career advantage in the modern global society, whatever career they choose in the future.

MEET OUR FACULTY

JOSEPH Y LIAN

MICHAEL

JIMMY TENG

HITOSHI SUGA

PROFESSOR

LACKTORIN

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR

ASSOCIATE DEAN,

ECONOMICS

FOUNDING DEAN

ECONOMICS

PROFESSOR

PROFESSOR
BUSINESS, ECONOMICS
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BUSINESS

INTERDISCIPLINARY ARTS

I

nterdisciplinary Arts covers a broad range of creative practice in visual arts, performance, language

arts, sonic arts and music. Students gain a rich understanding of their chosen specialization and work
through the medium of a wider creative process by exploring these disciplines from practical,
theoretical and historical perspectives. For example, students can study painting and sculpture,
interactive arts, graphic design, music technology, art history, creative writing and poetry alongside
courses in Japanese arts and aesthetics such as Japanese art history, koto performance, Kabuki theatre
and ukiyo-e woodblock printing. We also offer performance and exhibition opportunities each semester
in our arts gala. Above all, with a broad range of arts courses iCLA teaches students to be creative, and
creative individuals are highly sought after in any line of work.

MEET OUR FACULTY

MICHAEL BLOW

SAM STOCKER

KAZUTAKA

VAHID RAFIEYAN

PROFESSOR

LECTURER

SUGIYAMA

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR

INTERDISCIPLINARY

ART AND DESIGN

LECTURER

ENGLISH LANGUAGE

ARTS AND MUSIC

LANGUAGE ARTS
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POLITICAL SCIENCE

P

olitical science addresses some of the fundamental problems facing human society. Questions

concerning government policies aimed at achieving economic stability and growth, the reduction of the
gap between the rich and poor, the role of NGOs to affect social and political change, the relations
between countries, the crisis of our democratic institutions, and the world peace are all on our research
agenda here at iCLA. The general purpose of our progressive-level political science courses is to
address these and other similar important issues in a multidisciplinary way, and, simultaneously, to
expose students to think critically and reason analytically about the constant evolving political
landscape in Asia compared to the rest of the world. Our courses are carefully designed to prepare our
students for postgraduate studies as well as for a rich and rewarding career both in Asia and globally in
the fields of international relations and diplomacy, public administration and government service, nongovernment organizations and community building, and research and business.

MEET OUR FACULTY

ROSARIO LARATTA

KOJI HARAGUCHI

PROFESSOR

LECTURER

POLITICAL SCIENCE

POLITICAL SCIENCE

AND SOCIAL POLICY
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JAPAN STUDIES

J

apan Studies at iCLA has two major aims: promote your competence in Japanese language and offer

you an in-depth understanding of Japan. Comprehensive language studies take you from a beginner’s
level all the way to advanced Japanese. Experts in their fields offer a large variety of courses about
Japanese culture, history, economics, and politics. For instance, you can engage in martial arts such as
Judo, Karate, Aikido, Nanba, or Shugendo. You also can learn more about manga, anime and Japanese
film or take a class on the history of Japanese technology where we talk about transistor radios, robots
and computer games.
There is another fascinating aspect of coming to iCLA. Being based in Kofu puts you right at the center
of Japan with Mt. Fuji, Tokyo, and Yokohama easily accessible.
Doing Japan Studies at iCLA will enhance your appreciation of a deeply fascinating country. You will
gain new views, insights, and experiences that might even change the way you think about the world.

MEET OUR FACULTY

JUERGEN MELZER

DARREN ASHMORE

WILLIAM REED

PROFESSOR

PROFESSOR

PROFESSOR

HISTORY

JAPAN STUDIES

JAPAN STUDIES
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OTHER DISCIPLINES

O

ur liberal arts curriculum affords our students a rigorous education in one of our four main areas

of studies. Apart from these four majors of Global Business and Economics, Political Science, Japan
Studies and Interdisciplinary Arts, students are also required to take courses in areas such as
Sociology
Psychology
Data Science
Natural Sciences
Quantitative Reasoning
Health & Physical Education
This framework provides students with the flexibility to explore and appreciate disciplines beyond their
specialized area, all of which are undergirded by key liberal arts principles of critical thinking and close
faculty interaction.

MEET OUR FACULTY

SANJAY JHINGAN

ABHISHEK PARIDA

FUKUMI GENJIMA

DEAN, PROFESSOR

LECTURER

PROFESSOR AND

PHYSICS, MATHEMATICS

DATA SCIENCE

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF
CAREER DEVELOPMENT
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DAVID KNUDSEN

SUMIE JASMINE

PETER CHANG

LECTURER

KAWAKAMI

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR

ENGLISH LANGUAGE

LECTURER
ENGLISH LANGUAGE

ENGLISH LANGUAGE

KANUPRIYA DUA

MASAHIRO TOMA

DAVID O'DONNELL

LECTURER

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR

ENGLISH LANGUAGE

ASSOCIATE DEAN,
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR,
DIRECTOR OF LANGUAGE AND
LEARNING ACQUISITION PROGRAMS

JUN IMAKI

MARIKO OKABE

MIDORI INAGAKI

LECTURER

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR

LECTURER

JAPANESE LANGUAGE

JAPANESE LANGUAGE

JAPANESE LANGUAGE

ENGLISH LANGUAGE

and 12 adjunct faculty members
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WORKSHOPS

JAPANESE KOTO

＆ PRACTICAL

KARATE

FUJI CULTURE

JAPANESE TEA CEREMONY

AIKIDO

JAPANESE ART OF
FLOWER ARRANGEMENT

WORKSHOPS & PRACTICAL (HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION COURSE)
STUDENTS TAKE 2×75 MIN CLASSES PER WEEK FOR 10 WEEKS AND RECEIVE 1
CREDIT
11

WORKSHOPS

GRAPHIC DESIGN

＆ PRACTICAL

SCULPTING

DRAWING

PAINTING

ACTING & DIRECTING

INTERPRETATIVE DANCE

AND OTHERS:
POLITICAL SIMULATION GAME, EXPERIENCING TEACHING JAPANESE, SHAKUHACHI,
SOUND AS A MEDIUM, INTERACTIVE ART, NOH THEATER, JUDO, NANBA, SHUGENDO
12

iEXPEPRIENCE
PROGRAM
Explore Yamanashi and Kofu through iCLA's unique iEXPerience program,
a series of experiential learning opportunities outside of the classroom.
Participate in a guided tour of local shrines and temples with our
Professor of Japan Studies, whip up some local cuisine in our cooking
workshop, or go on a day tour in picturesque Yamanashi (activities TBC).
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STUDENT LIFE
Choose from a wide range of sports and culture-related student led
university clubs that warmly welcome international students. iCLA
encourages students to share causes that they are passionate about.
Initiate an activity and showcase your interests! Events such as
university-wide festivals are also held throughout the academic year, and
the campus is enlivened with both student and Yamanashi locals-run
stalls selling handmade merchandise and festival foods. Gala, a
celebration of Great Music & Dance Acts, is the highlight of the semester
at iCLA. Join our study body in celebrating their talents, works, heritage
and traditions with the rest of the community.
14

HOUSING
&
FACILITIES

iCLA's on-campus residence hall is a
microcosm of our global community. As
international

students

and

Japanese

students reside together in the same
facility, there are plenty of opportunities
for building global friendships.

Our residence hall is designed so you
can find your own balance between your
personal and public life. As a resident,
you

are

entitled

to

a

private

room

(possibly with your own private view of
Mt. Fuji) with shared common area and
bathroom facilities. The residence hall is
also directly connected to the main
building

so

you

can

get

from

bedroom to the classroom in a jiffy.
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your

iCLA's campus was designed by Toyo Ito,
one

of

the

architects
Pritzker

world's

most

celebrated

and

winner

of

Award.

Our

College

recognized

in

the

list

the

of

2013

is

also

Selected

Buildings/National Universities of Japan
by the Ministry of Education, Culture,
Sports, Science and Technology (MEXT)
for its integrated, flexible and open
design of learning and living spaces.

Students residing in our residence hall
are enrolled in a meal plan and served
three hot meals a day on weekdays in
our spacious cafeteria. Fancy a snack
outside

of

meal

hours?

Whip

up

something at the island kitchens in our
cooking studio.

A student lounge equipped with TV and
gaming

system,

martial

arts

dojo,

traditional tatami room, music studio and
numerous study spaces are available to
students

seeking

sanctuary

or

camaraderie.
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LIVING IN KOFU
iCLA is located in Kofu City, the capital of Yamanashi prefecture, Japan.
Yamanashi is famed for its beautiful mountains and lakes, historic sites,
hot springs, hiking trails, fruit orchards and vineyards, all set against the
iconic backdrop of Mount Fuji. The picturesque landscapes of Yamanashi
are the perfect location to enjoy the varied beauty of Japan’s four
seasons.
17

Yamanashi, otherwise known as Japan's Kingdom of Fruit, also prides
itself as being the birthplace of Japanese wine. A wide selection of fresh,
locally grown vegetables and fruits is readily available and students can
enjoy fruit picking at local farms, as well as wine tasting at numerous
wineries. Many local events like craft markets, cultural parades, and
fireworks festivals are also held throughout the year.
Conveniently located just a 90-minute train ride from the world's most
populous metropolis, Tokyo, students have their pick of entertainment,
shopping and cuisine options in Japan's capital city on weekends, while
studying in the serene and safe environment that is Yamanashi.
Be it delectable food, vast nature, the tranquility of onsen or the hustle
and bustle of Tokyo, there is something for everyone.

19

ACCESS
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APPROXIMATE FEES
SPRING 2022 ENTRY
1 SEMESTER

ITEMS

2 SEMESTERS

Room & Utilities

211,500

423,000

Meal Plan

180,000

360,000

Cleaning Fee

30,000

30,000

Rental Items

0-49,000

0-49,000

1,210

1,590

Insurance (Type 2)

TOTAL (JPY)

422,710-471,710

814,590

〜863,590

All fees are subject to change and the prices shown in the chart are for reference only.
Breakfast, lunch and dinner are provided at the cafeteria from Monday to Friday. Meals
during winter breaks are optional and not included in the above price plan.
Utilities consist of water, gas, electricity and common area maintenance.
Fees above exclude expenses such as daily spending money, field trips, textbooks,
transportation fees, Japanese national health insurance premiums, etc.
Details regarding insurance can be found on page 23.
All fees should be paid in lump-sum payment before each semester starts.
The cleaning fee is required without exception.
In principle, all students must enroll in the meal plan. Students unable to do so for
medical or religious reasons should make this known during the visa application process.
In principle, you are not allowed to stay in the dormitory before or after your studies at
iCLA.

OPTIONAL RENTAL ITEMS
BEDDING SET
SMALL REFRIGERATOR
ELECTRIC KETTLE
RICE COOKER
STANDING FAN
AIR PURIFIER & HUMIDIFIER
AIR PURIFIER & HUMIDIFIER FILTERS (PURCHASE)
HOUSEHOLD GOODS SET (PURCHASE)
FULL-LENGTH MIRROR
BICYCLE
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￥7,000
￥5,000
￥2,500
￥2,500
￥2,500
￥11,000
￥1,000
￥8,000
￥2,500
￥7,000

WHAT'S NEXT?
IMPORTANT DATES
ITEMS

SPRING 2022 ENTRY
DATES

Application Deadline

October 15, 2021

Result Notification

October 22, 2021

Confirmation Deadline

October 28, 2021

CoE Application Deadline

November 22, 2021

Entry-related Forms Submission

January - March, 2022

Student Visa Application

Junuary - March, 2022

Arrival & Dorm Check-in

March 23-24, 2022

Orientation Week

March 25-31, 2022

Spring 2022 First Day of Classes
Spring 2022 Last Day of Classes
Spring 2022 Final Exam Period

First Week of April, 2022
Late-July, 2022
Late July - Early August, 2022

Departure & Dorm Check-out
(1-semester student only)

Early-August, 2022

Departure & Dorm Check-out
(2-semester student only)

Late-December, 2022
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INSURANCE
All exchange students will automatically enroll in THREE types of
insurance shown below during their stay at iCLA. You may purchase
additional insurance at your home country if needed.

TYPE 1 : Personal Accident and Injury Insurance for
Students during Education and Research (Gakkensai)
This insurance can cover the costs for accidents occurred during
curricular hours, school events, stay on campus, extra-curricular
activities. The premium is paid by Yamanashi Gakuin University.

TYPE 2 : Comprehensive Insurance for Students Lives
Coupled with “Gakkensai”
This insurance can cover (1)personal compensation responsibility, (2)
death/physical impediment, and (3)rescuer expenses, etc. You are
required to pay for the premium, and the invoice will be sent to you via
email prior to your arrival at iCLA.
STUDY PERIOD

PREMIUM

SPRING 2022 (APR - AUG 2022)

1,210 JPY

SPRING 2022 & FALL 2022 (APR - DEC 2022)

1,590 JPY

COVERAGE DETAIL
PERSONAL LIABILITY

COVERAGE AMOUNT
100,000,000 JPY

DEATH/PERMANENT DISABILITY

1,000,000 JPY

RESCUE EXPENSES

3,000,000 JPY

TYPE 3 : Japanese National Health Insurance
This insurance covers 70% of the total cost of care at clinics and
hospitals. No action is necessary before coming to Japan. Enrollment will
be processed upon dormitory check-in, whereafter payment slips from
Kofu City Hall will be physically mailed to your personal mailbox at the
dormitory.
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SCHOLARSHIP
JASSO Scholarship for Short-term Study in Japan
The Japan Student Services Organization (JASSO) offers a
scholarship for qualified international students who are
accepted by a Japanese university under a student
exchange agreement between the Japanese university, and
their home higher educational institution outside Japan.
Incoming international exchange students to iCLA may be
eligible to apply for the JASSO scholarship. Successful
applicants will receive a monthly stipend of 80,000 yen per
each full month of study at iCLA.
Scholarship Period
‣One-semester (Spring or Fall starter): 4 months*
‣Two-semesters (Spring starter): 9 months*
‣Two-semesters (Fall starter): 11 months*
*This may change depending on the actual number of days
of your stay at iCLA.
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HOW TO
APPLY
1. Check your Eligibility
Your home institution has a student exchange partnership with iCLA.
You have completed at least one academic year at your home institution by the
time of entry to iCLA.
You have a cumulative GPA of at least 2.5 on a 4.0 scale or equivalent.
You have a TOEFL score of 80 (iBT), 550 (iTP), Cambridge FCE, IELTS 6.0 or
equivalent*.
*The above English requirement is exempt for students of certain partner institutions. Japanese language
skills are not a requirement to study at iCLA.

2. Ask for Nomination
Have your international office/exchange coordinator nominate you to iCLA.

3. Apply
Once your nomination is accepted, you will receive via email your account details
and a weblink to the online portal where you can submit your application.
Required Items for Application
An online account and a nomination from your home university
Personal Statement
iCLA courses you intend to register for
Full name and contact details of one referee
Copy of biodata page of your passport that is valid for at least one year from
your intended entry to iCLA
Copy of a certificate of English language proficiency (if applicable)
Copy of the official academic transcript in English issued by your home
institution

Schedule
Application Deadline
Result Notification Day
Confirmation Deadline
CoE Application Deadline

October 15, 2021
October 22, 2021
October 28, 2021
November 22, 2021

Notes
Nominations should be completed at least two weeks before the application
deadline.
Late applications may be rejected regardless of circumstances.
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STUDENT
VISA
This is a procedure for students who have been accepted to iCLA. Step 1, 2, and
3 are for the Certificate of Eligibility (CoE), a document required to have
before applying for a student visa.
The CoE is an extremely important document and must be submitted on time.
The entire process may take 2 to 3 months.
You will need a passport that is valid for at least one year from your planned
date of entry to iCLA when applying for a student visa. An already expired
passport or one that is about to expire requires renewal before the visa process
can begin.
Switching your visa status from tourist to student is NOT accepted under the
current immigration law.
iCLA will provide a more complete guide to accepted nominees who have
confirmed their participation.

STEP1

The student prepares and submits the following 4 documents
to iCLA.
1. CoE application form
2. A digital 3cm × 4cm photo ID
3. Certificate of Health
4. Financial Supporting Documents

STEP2

iCLA reviews all documents
Immigration Bureau of Japan.

STEP3

iCLA receives the issued CoE from the Immigration Bureau of
Japan and post it to the students' home institution along with
Certificate of Admission.

STEP4

The student applies for a student visa with the above two
documents at the nearest Japanese Embassy or Consulate
where he/she lives.

and

submit

them

to

the
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ST U DEN T EXP ERI ENCES

Name: Stephanie McWilliams
Home university: University of Aberdeen
Time at iCLA: Fall 2019 and Spring 2020

How did you feel about the learning and living community in iCLA?
Coming from a large university where professors often do not even know your name, I
was really stuck by how close the student-professor relationship is at iCLA. All of my
professors were extremely approachable and supportive. The students and
administration staff are also very open and friendly which made it easy to make
friends and find support for the everyday challenges I faced as an exchange student.
What did you like about living in Kofu city/Yamanashi prefecture?
There is a good balance between convenience and environment in Kofu. I felt like I
had everything I needed while also not having to live in a loud and busy city. That
being said, Tokyo is only 2 hours away by bus and if you want to get more into nature,
places like Shosenkyo or Lake Kawaguchi are very accessible for weekend hikes.

Name: Sahib Allahverdiyev
Home university: ADA University, Azerbaijan
Time at iCLA: Spring 2019
What was your favourite course/workshop while at iCLA?
All of the courses had knowledge useful for my career. In particular, Professor
Rosario Laratta’s enthusiasm encouraged me to ask lots of questions and learn
something new every day. I took two of his courses – Social Policy, and Methods of
Social Research, and enjoyed them very much.
What did you like about living in Kofu city/Yamanashi prefecture?
People in Kofu are very helpful and charming, and the prefecture has really tasty
peaches If you like sunny weather like me, Kofu is the right choice. Kofu is also a
place to enjoy beautiful views of Mount Fuji. I enjoyed a wonderful view from my
window every day.
27

Name: Leonardo Borges
Home university: Warren Wilson College, USA
Time at iCLA: Spring and Fall, 2020

What was your favorite course/workshop while at iCLA?
It's very hard to choose only one so I'd like to highlight at least two courses. The first
one is Elementary Japanese taught by Akiyama-sensei. Sensei did an outstanding job
by not only teaching the language itself but often associating what we were learning
with unique aspects of the Japanese culture. It helped and enhanced my experience in
Japan as an exchange student. The second course is Entrepreneurship taught by Sugasensei. During this course, Suga-sensei went through different cases studies and
stimulated our class to develop critical thinking through detailed analyses. He also
brought a lot of knowledge from his past experiences, like being a key part of Tully's
Coffee’s success in Japan. Throughout the course, we had guest lectures from
successful business people of different backgrounds, which was a good networking
opportunity during my college experience.

Name: Jacqueline Wong Mei Lok
Home university: iCLA, Yamanashi Gakuin University

What is one thing that exchange students must do at iCLA/YGU, and in Kofu?
Take part in YGU’s Tanabata festival, and experience the atmosphere of traditional
Japanese festivals while wearing a yukata (a casual and lighter version of the kimono,
worn in summer). Also, take the train to Ichikawamisato for the fireworks exhibition
display in the summer. It’s the best firework show I have ever seen!
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2022AY iCLA Course List for Exchange Students
Cluster/Discipline

Course Number

Course Title

Semester

Credit

FNDN101

Composition 1

S&F

3

FNDN102

Composition 2

S&F

3

FNDN103

Expository Research Writing

F

3

FNDN140

World History

S&F

3

ECON101

Microeconomics

S&F

3

ECON102

Macroeconomics

S

3

ECON201

Intermediate Microeconomics

F

3

ECON202

Intermediate Macroeconomics

F

3

Game Theory

S

3

Japanese Economy & Business

F

3

ECON240

Operations Management

S

3

ECON250

International Business

S&F

3

ECON260

Marketing

F

3

ECON270

Money, Banking, and Financial Markets

S

3

ECON310

Economic Growth: Theories and Evidence

F

3

ECON320

International Trade & Economics of Globalization

S

3

ECON340

Small Business Finance

F

3

ECON350

Entrepreneurship

S

3

ECON360

Corporate Finance

S

3

ECON380

Public Economics

F

3

ECON390

Industrial Organization

F

3

ECON450

Competitive Strategy

S

3

PSCI100

Introduction to Political Science

S&F

3

Foundation Courses

ECON/PSCI/QREA225
ECON/JPNA230

Global Business
&
Economics

PSCI/SOCI/ECON210

Political Science

Methods of Social Research

S

3

PSCI220

Comparative Politics

S

3

PSCI230

International Relations

F

3

PSCI240

Introduction to Public Administration

F

3

Public Policy and Service

S

3

International Relations in the Asian Pacific Region

S

3

PSCI/JPNA355

Japanese Politics and Diplomacy

S

3

PSCI/SOCI370

Nonprofit/Social Enterprise Management

F

3

PSCI/SOCI380

Workshop: Political Simulation Game

S&F

1

F

3

PSCI/SOCI255
PSCI311

PSCI400

Global Politics

Notes

Registration may be allowed if required for
graduation at students' home institution.

Degree-seeking students have priority (Cap of 40 students).

Degree-seeking students have priority (Cap of 40 students).

※All courses listed here are subject to change.
※Some courses are cross-listed in conjunction between the subject areas (up to three areas). For these courses, the course numbers separated by a slash in between (e.g. PSCI/SOCI/ECON210).
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Cluster/Discipline

Language
Arts

Course Number

Notes

Degree-seeking students have priority (Cap of 40 students).

F

3

LANG110

English for Specific Purposes

S

3

LANG150

Literature Appreciation

F

3

LANG200

Sociolinguistics

F

3

LANG210

Semantics

S

3

LANG220

Rhetorical Analysis and Composition

S

3

Contemporary Japanese Literature

F

3

World Englishes

S

3

Modern Japanese Society and Culture Through Literature

S

3

LANG331

Creative Nonfiction

F

3

LANG345

Contemporary Literature, Politics, and Economy

S

3

Comparative Literature Studies

S

3

Art Appreciation

F

3

LANG/JPNA310

LANG/JPNA450
ARTS100
ARTS/JPNA111

S&F

3

History of Art

S

3

Japanese Art and Aesthetics

F

3

ARTS300

Art Studio

F

3

ARTS410

Art & Communication

S

3

Workshop: Traditional Japanese Culture

F

1

ARTS180

Workshop: Drawing I

S

1

ARTS280

Workshop: Drawing II

F

1

ARTS187

Workshop: Graphic Design I

F

1

ARTS287

Workshop: Graphic Design II

S

1

ARTS186

Workshop: Painting and Sculpting I

S

1

ARTS286

Workshop: Painting and Sculpting II

F

1

Japanese Society and Culture

S

3

Manga & Anime Studies

F

3

ARTS210
ARTS/JPNA220

ARTS/JPNA184

SOCI/PART/JPNA110
PART/JPNA251

Performing
Arts

Credit

Introduction to Language Concepts

LANG300

Interdisciplinary
Arts

Semester

LANG100

LANG/JPNA240

Arts

Course Title

Calligraphy and Kanji Culture

PART/JPNA253

Samurai Code and Culture

S&F

3

PART/JPNA311

Japanese Cinema History

S

3

PART/JPNA351

Japanese Traditional Theater

F

3

PART/JPNA411

Kabuki Theater

S

3

PART180

Workshop: Acting I

S

1

PART280

Workshop: Acting II

F

1

PART185

Workshop: Directing

S

1

PART/JPNA380

Workshop: Noh Theater

S

1

ARTS/MUSC110

Interdisciplinary Arts

S

3

Fundamentals of Sound and Music

F

3

Japanese Traditional Music

S

3

MUSC251

Music Technology

S

3

MUSC315

Audio Engineering

F

3

MUSC/PART130

Workshop: Guitar

F

1

MUSC/ARTS183

MUSC120
MUSC/JPNA210

Degree-seeking students have priority (Cap of 40 students).

Degree-seeking students have priority (Cap of 40 students).

Degree-seeking students have priority (Cap of 40 students).

Degree-seeking students have priority (Cap of 40 students).

Music

Workshop: Interactive Art

S

1

MUSC/JPNA187

Workshop: Japanese Koto

F

1

MUSC/JPNA189

Workshop: Shakuhachi

S

1

MUSC/SPRT289

Workshop: Interpretative Dance

F

1
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Cluster/Discipline

Course Number

HIST/JPNA200
History

Japan
Studies
Japanese
Language

Japanese History Since 1800

Semester

Credit

Notes

S&F

3

Degree-seeking students have priority (Cap of 40 students).

HIST/PSCI/JPNA254

History of Japan's International Relations

F

3

HIST/ECON/JPNA301

History of Technology in Japan

S

3

JPNL110

Elementary Japanese 1

S&F

3

JPNL120

Elementary Japanese 2

S&F

3

JPNL130

Elementary Japanese 3

S&F

3

JPNL210

Intermediate Japanese 1

S&F

3

JPNL220

Intermediate Japanese 2

S&F

3

JPNL250

Professional Writing in Japanese

S&F

3

JPNL270

Preparation for the N2 level of the Japanese Language Proficiency Test

S&F

1

Workshop: Experiencing Teaching Japanese

S&F

1

JPNL281

Kanji in Contexts

S&F

1

JPNL300

Advanced Japanese

S&F

3

JPNL/JPNA280

Quantitative Reasoning
&
Natural Sciences

Course Title

JPNL310

Current Issues in Japan

F

1

JPNL320

Socio-Cultural Communication in Japanese

S

1

JPNL370

Preparation for the N1 level of the Japanese Language Proficiency Test

S&F

1

QREA101

Math for Liberal Arts

S

3

QREA102

College Algebra

F

3

Statistics

F

3

SCNS110

Earth Science

S

3

DATA100

Introduction to Computer Science

S

3

DATA150

Introduction to Python Programming

S&F

3

DATA160

Coding Bootcamp: Python

F

1

DATA250

Mathematics for Data Science

F

3

SPRT/JPNA180

Health & Physical Education 1 (Nanba)

F

1

SPRT/JPNA181

Health & Physical Education 1 (Aikido)

S&F

1

SPRT/JPNA182

Health & Physical Education 1 (Judo)

S

1

QREA/PSCI/ECON203

Data Science

Health & Physical
Education

SPRT/JPNA183

Health & Physical Education 1 (Karate)

F

1

SPRT/JPNA190

Health & Physical Education 1 (Shugendo)

S

1

SPRT/JPNA282

Health & Physical Education 2 (Judo)

F

1

SPRT/JPNA283

Health & Physical Education 2 (Karate)

S

1

Introduction to Anthropology

F

3

Workshop: Fuji Culture

S

1

PSYC100

Introduction to Psychology

S

3

PSYC200

Social Psychology

F

3

PSYC300

Psychology of Human Personality

S

3

PSYC400

Applied Psychology and Psychosocial Work

F

3

SOCI100
SOCI/JPNA186

Sociology & Psychology
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FAQ
ROOM AND BOARD RELATED
Q: Is early move-in possible?
A: No. iCLA can only welcome students on given move-in dates. You may arrive in
Japan a little earlier to travel if you wish, but will have to make your own travel
and accommodation arrangements.
Q: Can I stay in the residence hall after my study abroad term has ended?
A: No. Rooms are only made available for students taking classes at iCLA. All
students (both degree and exchange) have to move out on or by the stipulated
move-out dates.
Q: Can I change my room?
A: A change of assigned room is not possible.
Q: I am traveling with a lot of luggage. Can I ship some of it to iCLA in advance?
A: iCLA cannot accept any form of shipped luggage before move-in. All sent
luggage will be rejected. Students may receive mail after move-in and when they
are physically present to sign for delivered packages.
Q: Can I move out of the residence hall to an off-campus housing temporarily
during Winter break, and move back in to iCLA before the start of the Spring
semester?
A: We strongly recommend that students stay in the residence hall over the
Winter break as we cannot guarantee that a room will be available for you in
Spring. In addition, iCLA is unable to provide assistance for any City Hall-related
administrative procedures, e.g. change of residential address.
Q: What kind of method is used for paying of fees?
A: Flywire (online payment) or domestic bank transfer if you have a Japanese bank
account.
Q: Are there vegetarian / vegan meal options at iCLA?
A: All exchange students are required to purchase a meal plan, which provides
three meals on all weekdays. Students can choose from the regular or vegan plan.
The regular plan contains meat, fish and dairy, etc. while the vegan plan does not
contain animal products. Students can be exempted from the meal plan for
religious and health reasons, in which case they should submit either a document
from a religious organization outlining dietary restrictions, or a medical
certificate outlining their condition.
Q: Is there a kitchen I can use?
A: Yes, there is a spacious studio kitchen in the cafeteria with capacity for several
students to cook at once. You may use the shared kitchenware available.
Q: What should I do for meals during the weekend and national holidays?
A: There are several convenience stores and restaurants in walking distance. You
can buy boxed meals (bentos) for around 500 yen each and eat at most of the
nearby restaurants for under 1000 yen per meal. The best way to explore and
learn is by making friends with existing Japanese and international students!
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STUDENT LIFE RELATED
Q: What kind of events are there on campus?
A: iCLA and YGU organizes various events throughout the academic year. In
Spring, during the shingenko festival, iCLA students may have the opportunity to
dress in samurai warrior gear and parade through the city as part of the world's
largest gathering of samurai. In summer, YGU holds a tanabata festival and
visitors enjoy performances, food trucks and fireworks. The university's
International Exchange Center also organizes events such as plum-blossom
viewing or plum picking, depending on the season.
Q: Are there any clubs that I can join?
A: Yes. Our parent institution, Yamanashi Gakuin University, has a wide range of
casual and serious clubs in art, sports, music creativity, etc. Please note that most
clubs use Japanese language and that serious sports clubs have strict
requirements for membership.
Q:Is there a gym that I can use?
A: Yes. The main campus has a sports gym, and you can sign up for a paid
membership. You will be able to use the gym after attending the Gym Orientation
Session. There is also a privately-owned gym near iCLA campus.
Q: Can I work part-time while studying at iCLA?
A: A student visa does not permit you to work part-time. Students who wish to
work must fill out the “Application for Permission to Engage in Activity other than
that Permitted under the Status of Residence Previously Granted” form and
submit it to airport immigration upon arrival. After this form is approved, you will
receive a stamp in your passport allowing you to work part-time (up to 28 hours
per week) during your exchange period at iCLA; however, absolutely no jobs in
any sexual service (and/or related) industries are permitted.
Please note that the procedures for this differs before and after arrival at iCLA. If
you are planning or even just thinking about working part-time while in Japan, we
highly encourage you to fill out the form (provided during the visa process) and
submit it to the immigration office at the airport when you first enter Japan, not
after coming to iCLA.
Q: Are there part-time jobs available at iCLA?
A: There are numerous events held on the YGU campus throughout the academic
year which often require student workers. You can sign up to work at these
events. The availability of these jobs depends on the frequency and type of event
as well as the number of student helpers required. Further details on on-campus
job opportunities will be provided during orientation week after your arrival at
iCLA. Floor assistant positions are also available at iCLA’s residence hall. You can
also work off-campus - however, please note that many part-time jobs off-campus
require Japanese language skills. iCLA does not offer support for students in
applying for off-campus part-time jobs but Japanese language student volunteers
may be available to help you.
Q: Will I need to open a Japanese bank account?
A: You are not required to open a Japanese bank account as 7-Eleven convenience
store ATMs here have foreign card functionality (please check with your local
bank or credit card company regarding transaction fees). You may also make
payments to Japanese creditors via ATM cash deposit without a bank account. If
you would like to open a bank account, there will be an information session during
orientation week at iCLA explaining the necessary procedures.
Q: Is there any Internet service available for students on campus?
A: Yes. Students have access to the on-campus wireless network. If you are
considering renting a mobile router, we recommend that you use companies that
provide such services in English.
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ACADEMIC RELATED
Q: What is the difference between iCLA courses and workshops?
A: Courses are regular subjects/modules that last for the whole semester, i.e. 15
weeks. They are worth 3 credits. Workshops, as well as our Health & Physical
Education courses, are worth 1 credit each and run for 10 weeks. All courses and
workshops have 2 x 75 minute classes each week.
Q: What is the recommended amount of credits I should register for?
A: A minimum of 12 credits is required to maintain your exchange student visa,
while the upper limit is 21 credits.
Q: I am currently taking intermediate Japanese at my home university. Can I take
advanced Japanese at iCLA?
A: You may indicate advanced Japanese in your Study Plan, but all exchange
students must take a Japanese placement test upon arrival at iCLA to determine
the course that best suits their current level. Note that only 1 level of Japanese
Language Course can be taken per semester.
Q: Excluding Japanese language courses, are there any pre-requisites?
A: Pre-requisites do not apply to exchange students. However, in principle all
seminar and foundation courses are only for degree-seeking students and priority
is given to degree-seeking students in some of the introductory courses and
workshops during registration. If you have specific questions regarding the
difficulty level or eligibility of a certain course, please contact us.
Q: Why do I need to submit 2 Study Plans as part of my application?
A: iCLA can only confirm our course list and timetable the month before classes
begin. We require applicants to consider their interest in all possible courses
carefully and submit 2 Study Plans in case there are changes to our course list, or
conflicts in your eventual class schedule. Please note that Study Plans submitted
at the application stage do not guarantee your enrolment into any list courses;
this will be done at course registration which takes place during orientation week.
Q: Are there credit-bearing internship opportunities at iCLA?
A: iCLA unfortunately does not have any credit-bearing internships for nondegree exchange students. Non-credit bearing internships may be possible, but
availability depends on company/organizational demand, as well as the student’s
Japanese ability, to name a couple of factors. Exchange students may instead
consider registering for iCLA course workshops, which are taught hands-on by
masters and practitioners who are highly respected in their field. Some workshop
titles include graphic design and Japanese Noh theater and experiencing teaching
Japanese.
Q: Are there computer facilities on iCLA’s campus?
A: Students can loan out MacBooks from the Admin Office during office hours.
You are required to return the laptop before the office closes for the day, so if
you would like 24/7 access to a computer we recommend you bring your own.
Q: Can I get a transcript from iCLA?
A: Yes, you can. One copy will be sent to your home institution for administrative
use after all your grades are confirmed. If you want to have a copy for your
personal use, you can request it while you are at iCLA for 300 yen per copy or
after departing from iCLA for 500 yen per copy plus postage. You can also request
other types of certificates such as Certificate of Enrollment Period and
Certificate of Course Enrollment.
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CONNECT WITH US
International College of Liberal Arts
Yamanashi Gakuin University
2-7-17 Sakaori, Kofu
Yamanashi 400-0805 Japan
TEL: +81-55-224-1350
FAX: +81-55-224-1991

General Inquiries: icla.inbound@c2c.ac.jp
Website: https://www.icla.ygu.ac.jp/en/

WEBSITE

INSTAGRAM

FACEBOOK

TWITTER

YOUTUBE

LINKEDIN

